Abstract. The smallest known example of a family of modular categories that is not determined by its modular data are the rank 49 categories Z(Vec ω G ) for G = Z 11 ⋊ Z 5 . However, these categories can be distinguished with the addition of a matrix of invariants called the W -matrix that contains intrinsic information about punctured S-matrices. Here we show that it is a common occurrence for knot and link invariants to carry more information than the modular data. We present the results of a systematic investigation of the invariants for small knots and links. We find many small knots and links that are complete invariants of the Z(Vec ω G ) when G = Z 11 ⋊ Z 5 , including the 5 2 knot.
Introduction
Mignard and Schauenburg produced an infinite family of modular tensor categories for which the modular data is not a complete invariant [4] . This disproved the conjecture that modular tensor categories are determined by their modular data. Motivated by Mignard and Schauenburg, we study invariants of knots and links coming from the smallest counterexample to the conjecture. These are the five inequivalent rank 49 modular tensor categories of the form Z(Vec ω G ) when G is the nonabelian group of order 55, G = Z 11 ⋊ Z 5 .
The S and T matrices can be understood as the matrices of invariants associated to admissible labelings of the Hopf link and the twisted unknot, respectively. Thus it is natural to formulate additional categorical invariants from knots and links. In the companion paper [1] , we showed that there is an orientation class of the Whitehead link whose associated matrix of invariants, called the W -matrix, distinguishes the five categories with the help of the modular data. The motivation for studying the Whitehead link is its relationship to the punctured S-matrices, which are a natural extension of the S-matrix. A systematic search of link invariants puts this result in context and provides a deeper understanding of the relationship between modular categories and their topological invariants.
We investigate knots up to 10 crossings and links up to 9 crossings that can be represented as the quantum trace of a braidword in B 3 . It is shown in [1] that links coming from B 2 are determined by the modular data so we will forego this class of links. We first explore the invariants coming from small knots, highlighting the general behavior with some examples. We show that even the figure-eight knot invariants, taken together with the modular data, is enough to distinguish the categories. On the other hand, the 5 2 knot distinguishes the categories without the help of the modular data. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we first discuss what it means for a link to go "beyond the modular data". In section 3 we outline the methods of our systematic search and analysis for the rank 49 example. In section 4 we present tables of our results and detail some interesting cases. We conclude in section 5 with some comments and questions about how to extend our results.
This work made use of the Knot Cluster at the Center for Scientific Computing at UCSB, which is supported by NSF Grant CNS-096031. Mathematica packages implementing the calculation of the link invariants and additional data can be found at the authors' websites.
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Beyond modular data
Here we make precise what it means for link invariants to go beyond modular data. The discussion applies to any collection of n modular tensor categories which are not distinguished by their S and T matrices. That is, there are strictly less than n sets of modular data shared among the n modular tensor categories. For a concrete example, one can take the Mignard-Schauenburg categories Z(Vec ω G ) for G = Z 11 ⋊ Z 5 studied in the next section. We refer the reader to [4] for more details about the Mignard-Schauenburg categories, and to [1] for the general theory of the topological invariants we compute. We also freely use the language of anyon models in our discussion of modular categories, a dictionary for which can be found in [7] . Throughout this paper we will assume G = Z 11 ⋊ Z 5 unless otherwise stated.
Let {C (i) } be such a family of modular categories and fix an ordered basis L of the anyons. When the modular data are equal as sets, S (i) (T (i) ) and S (j) (T (j) ) may not be equal "on the nose", but the entries of the matrices and the multiplicities in which they occur are identical. Moreover, there is a permutation ρ of the anyons so that S
ab ). For if not, one would immediately conclude that there exists no braided tensor auto-equivalenceρ ∈ Aut ⊗ br (C (i) ) that identifies C (i) and C (j) . This observation is the key to testing whether a knot or link has the ability to distinguish the categories when taken together with the modular data. Towards this end we define the following notion of a modular permutation Definition 2.1. A modular permutation ρ between two modular tensor categories C (i) and C (j) sharing the same sets of modular data is a permutation of the isomorphism classes of simple objects from one category to another satisfying
In particular it follows that the quantum dimensions and fusion rules are left invariant. Note that every braided tensor auto-equivalence of a modular categorỹ ρ ∈ Aut ⊗ br (C) induces a modular permutation ρ of its anyons. Of course, not every modular permutation necessarily lifts to a braided tensor auto-equivalence.
Of course one would like to find a link whose associated invariants L (i) distinguish between the {C (i) } as sets. This is a stronger notion of what it means to go "beyond modular data". But observe that it is not necessary for a link to have this property for it to distinguish between a collection of modular tensor categories when the modular data is known. In fact, a link invariant could be identical "on the nose" for all C (i) , and yet together with the S and T matrices distinguish between members of the collection: if there is no modular permutation that extends to the L invariants, one can immediately conclude that none of the C (i) are related by a braided-tensor autoequivalence. The figure eight knot has this property for the rank 49 MignardSchauenburg categories, and we describe the phenomenon in detail in section 3.1.
In light of these considerations, we define two notions of distinguishability. (1) weakly if there exists i, j such that none of the modular permutations
Note that even if L weakly distinguishes there may still be strictly less than n distinct sets among
it is simply the statement that permutations between C (i) and C (j) are not simultaneously compatible for S, T , and L. It is clear that strongly distinguishing implies weakly distinguishing.
Our main result is the classification of which knots and two-component links with braid word representatives in B 3 either weakly or strongly distinguish Z(Vec 
there are three types of anyons in Z(Vec ω G ), which we call I-type, A-type, and Btype. In [1] it was shown that the invariants coming from labeling all components of a link by a fixed type B-anyon can be realized as certain quandle coloring numbers. We will see that the B-type anyons play a special role in the Mignard-Schauenburg categories, and that it is useful to be able to compute their invariants in more than one way.
We recall below the theorem that relates the topological invariants to certain quandle coloring numbers.
The quandle in question is given as follows. Given G = Z q ⋊ n Z p = a ⋊ n b , the quandles associated to the conjugacy classes of b k , k = 0, 1, ..., p − 1 are Alexander quandles:
Here b is a generator of the copy of
, and L = σ its closure. The invariant of the oriented framed link L colored by the simple object
where W r(L) is the writhe of L, X k is the Alexander quandle constructed above
In particular, when the write is zero, the invariant is just an integer.
Methods of systematic search
We calculated the invariants for oriented knots up to 10 crossings and links up to 9 crossings that can be realized with three strands or less. Calculating the invariants for B n where n > 3 is possible, but the mathematical theory is more complicated to implement.
So-called minimum braid word representatives of knots and links for small crossing numbers were tabulated by Gittings in [3] . A minimum braid word representative b ∈ B n of a link L uses the smallest possible number of strands and the shortest possible length as a word in the braid group generators σ i . The braids in Gitting's paper are required to satisfy other conditions so that they are uniquely defined, but for our purposes it suffices to use any braid word b that minimizes n and |b|. This enables one to compute the invariants in an efficient manner. Gitting's table provides a minimum braid word from each orientation class of the knots and links up to orientation reversal.
Since we are interested in which invariants beyond modular data, it is not necessary to analyze those knots and links that can be realized as trace closures of two-strand braids. It was shown in [1] that closures of two-strand braids can be expressed entirely in terms of the modular data. Therefore any symmetry of the modular data is a symmetry of a two-strand invariant.
This leaves the three-strand braid words that correspond to oriented links. Gittings' convention for labeling braid word representatives in B 3 uses A and B to denote generators of the braid group, with a and b their respective inverses. Braid diagrams are read from the top down. However, these differ slightly from the typical conventions when studying braid group representations from modular categories, where the right-handed crossings are the generators and the left-handed crossings their inverses. Moreover, we read braid diagrams from the bottom up.
For example, the braid AAABaB corresponds to σ
2 which has braid closure .
Modular permutations.
The set of modular permutations between C i and C j can be found in a straight-forward way. By matching up quantum dimensions, twists and fusion rules. With this restriction one can exhaustively search through all T -invariant permutations. The ones which also apply to the S-matrices are the set of modular permutations.
For example, in the MS example there are five categories indexed by Z(Vec
The u = 0, u = 1, 4 and u = 2, 3 categories share the same modular data sets.
There are 49 anyons, which we organized into three types: type I-anyons, type A-anyons, and type B-anyon. There are seven type I-anyons, with {I 0 , I 1 , . . . , I 4 } having quantum dimension 1 and {I 5 , I 6 } having quantum dimension 5. There are twenty-two type A anyons which split into two classes of eleven each, labeled {A 1,i , A 2,j } for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 10. The type A anyons all have quantum dimension 5. There are twenty type B anyons, that split into four blocks of five each, labeled {B 1,i , B 2,j , B 3,k , B 4,l }, where 0 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 4. Each B-type anyon has quantum dimension 11. We refer the reader to [4, 1] for more details about the category.
Thus five anyons have quantum dimension 1, twenty-four have dimension 5 and twenty have dimension 11. Further, one can verify that each non-trivial twist occurs exactly twice among the dimension 5 and 11 anyon types.
Since the identity object must always be permuted to itself there are 4! ways to permute the remaining dimension 1 objects. Of the twenty-four dimension 5 anyons, 4 have trivial twist and so there are an additional 4! permutations of these. The twenty leftover dimension 5 anyons are paired up according to their twists. Each pair can either swap their members or not under the action of a permutation, so there are 2 10 choices here. Finally, the twenty dimension 11 anyons are naturally split into four blocks of five according to their fusion rules. The blocks further pair off according to their twists. The pairs of blocks can now either simultaneously swap all their elements, or not; so there are 2 2 permutations here. If the permutations do not conform to this block structure the fusion structure will not be preserved.
There is thus a total of 4!4!2 10 2 2 = 2359296 T -respecting permutations. Only 8 of them lift to modular permutations between u = 1, 4 and likewise between u = 2, 3. Tables listing the modular permutations are given in Appendix B.
Having fixed the basis
, we represent the invariants of a knot with a vector of 49 entries, corresponding to each of the admissible labelings by anyons. For two-component links we express the invariants as a 49 × 49 matrix written in the given basis. For three-component links, of which we only consider one example, the invariants are organized into a 49 × 49 × 49 tensor. We generate the invariant data for each knot and link and classify whether it weakly or strongly distinguishes the five categories of Z(Vec
Results of systematic search
We provide tables of the results, first for knots and then for two-component links. For knots, the first column contains the Rolfsen ID [6] of the link whose representative braidword is in the second column. Then we indicate whether the knot distinguishes weakly or strongly. While strongly distinguishing implies weakly distinguishing, we only mark the final column when a knot or link strongly distinguishes.
Knots.

Knot
Braidword The general behavior of small 3-strand knot invariants can be neatly summarized according to the following observations. Observation 4.1.
(1) The knot invariants of I-type anyons are all integral and independent of the 3-cocycle ω. (2) The knot invariants of A-type anyons are independent of the 3-cocycle ω. (3) The invariants of knots with zero writhe are all equal and independent of the 3-cocycle ω.
Thus any hope for a knot to strongly distinguish the five categories lies with the type B-anyons. However, as the table above shows that it is not too rare for a knot invariant to distinguish the Mignard-Schauenburg categories.
Next we treat the details of some specific knots that exhibit the general phenomena found in the search. 4.1.1. The figure eight knot goes beyond modular data. A direct calculation of the invariants assigned to the figure eight knot 4 1 shows that they are identical for all 5 choices of cocycle ω. However, the vector of invariants fails to be left invariant under permutations of the modular data, so while it cannot detect the cocycle ω, even the figure eight knot invariant goes "beyond the modular data".
To see this consider the vector of invariants colored by B-type anyons.
Anyon type Conj. Class Number of admissible colorings
where B k is the set of {B k,s } 0≤s≤4 anyons. By inspection of the twists (see Appendix), any equivalence of the categories for u = 1 and u = 4 would have to send
But the integer-valued invariants of the figure eight vector are different for each pairing. Therefore the two categories for u = 1 and u = 4 are inequivalent. A similar result holds for u = 2 and u = 3.
We remark that among braids requiring at least three strands the figure eight knot has the braid word representative of shortest length. So even the "smallest" knot is beyond modular data.
As a further check on the B-labeled invariants, we can take advantage of the realization of B-type invariants as a certain quandle coloring number. [1] We compute the invariants C X k for the figure-eight knot explicitly for the four quandles (X k , * ) where
with * given by x * y = yxy −1 and * given by x * y = y −1 xy.
Note that here we read braid words bottom to top, and use the convention that
The underlying sets of the quandles are given by the conjugacy classes [b k ], corresponding to the four classes of B-anyons.
Anyon type Conjugacy class
We calculate the admissible quandle colorings of the link (σ
There are four arcs in this knot. We start by labeling the four arcs, x (red), y (blue), z (black), w (green). Then order of the labeling proceeds from right to left, since the first generator is σ 2 .
There are four crossings Observe that these relations have an x − y symmetry: the two relations can be obtained from one another by exchanging x and y.
Two-component links.
The data is organized similarly to table 1, except now the first column contains the Doll-Hoste ID [2] of the link with representative braid word in the second column. 4.2.1. The Whitehead link. The invariants associated to the Whitehead link were the focus of [1] , where the authors defined the W -matrix related to the Whitehead invariants by
The W -matrix contains intrinsic information about the punctured S-matrices of a modular category, which makes it a natural candidate for an invariant to complement the modular data. A detailed proof of the weakly distinguishing property of the Whitehead link was given in [1] .
However, our results suggest that it is common for three-strand two-component links for Z(Vec 2 behave identically to the invariants of the figure eight knot 4 1 : even though the invariants are independent of the cocycle ω, they still weakly distinguish the Mignard-Schauenburg categories. During the preparation of this manuscript we learned that the weaklydistinguishing property of the Borromean rings was independently discovered by Schauenburg and collaborators [5] .
Link
AbAbAb
Since the writhe of a braid representative of the Borromean rings is zero, Theorem 2.2 ensures that the invariants associated to labeling all components by B-type anyons are all integral. Indeed, we find the invariants are all equal to 11, both by direct calculation and by counting quandle colorings.
Anyon type Conj. Class Number of admissible colorings . It has been checked by computer that all modular categories up to rank 32 are distinguished by their modular data [4] . We have shown that for the smallest known modular category for which the modular data is not complete, there are many knots and links of few crossings which distinguish them. However, Mignard and Schauenburg produced an infinite family of counterexamples. It is not known whether the same set of knots and links distinguish the larger counterexamples as well, but for the next few members in the family it is something that could be checked with our methods.
5.2.
Invariants of general modular categories. Now that we know that small knots and links can contain powerful information about large categories, it is natural to ask the following question. This question is somewhat out of reach with computational methods, as calculation of link invariants for a modular tensor category C will in general require the full algebraic data {N Solving the pentagon and hexagon equations that must be satisfied by the braiding and associators of C is a notoriously hard problem, even for small categories and with the help of a computer. In our case, we were able to calculate the invariants because they arose as traces of certain representations that can be calculated using only the data of the group G and its third cohomology H 3 (G; U (1)). 
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